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Abstract. Most Mobile Crowdsensing(MCS) applications are large-scale

and the quality of sensing for sensing tasks is interdependent. Previous in-

centive mechanisms have focused on quantifying participants.contribution

to the quality of sensing and provide incentives directly to them, which

are not applicable to the above scenario. To tackle this problem, in this

article, we introduce a novel approach for MCS, called the synergistic

based social incentive mechanism. The basic idea is to leverage the so-

cial ties among participants to promote cooperation. To maximize the

utility of service provider, a moral hazard model is used to analyze the

optimal contract between service providers and mobile users in the case of

asymmetric information. Experiments show that the synergistic based so-

cial incentive mechanism can give users continuous encouragement while

maximizing the utility of the principal.
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1 Introduction

Under the circumstance that smartphones integrate many sensors, the re-

search on MCS are becoming important and popular in recent years. Compared

to traditional sensor networks, there are many advantages of data collection by

MCS [1, 2]. Crowdsensing with smart devices can be used for large scale sens-

ing of the physical world at low cost by leveraging the available sensors on the

devices.
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When performing sensing tasks, resource consumption like power consump-

tion and traffic consumption will reduce the enthusiasm of users to participate

in the sensing tasks. Therefore, the study of incentive mechanism is of great sig-

nificance in the mobile crowdsensing system. The three most dominant incentive

mechanisms in MCS are the game based incentive mechanism[3], auction based

incentive mechanism and contract based incentive mechanism.

The reverse auction is the most frequently used auction method in the

auction-based incentive mechanism[4–6]. Considering that users have the risk of

exposing their privacy when participating in sensing tasks, [7, 8] proposed a two-

stage auction algorithm for privacy-preserving issues separately. The contract is a

popular approach in platform-leading approaches [9–11]. Li et al. in [10] believed

that the agreement on the qualities and payments in crowdsensing systems can

be best modeled as a contract. Inspired by the effort-based reward from the labor

market, several works [12, 13] studied this problem by providing users with the

amount of reward that is consistent with their performances.

The works above have provide necessary incentives for users to participate

in the crowdsensing activity with independent tasks. In practice, most sensing

applications are large-scale and the quality of sensing for sensing tasks are in-

terdependent (e.g., data aggregation applications). Since the quality of sensing

is interdependent among a collection of sensing tasks performed by independent

participants, it is desired to stimulate cooperation among participants.

In this article, we propose a novel contract-based incentive mechanism by

using the moral hazard problem from game theory, called the synergistic based

social incentive mechanism. The social relationship between mobile users was

applied to MCS, stimulating the cooperation between users. Then, we present

detailed analysis of the conditions of cooperation and equilibrium status. Simula-

tions are provided to demonstrate that the performance of the proposed incentive

mechanism is better than traditional incentive mechanisms.

2 System Model

We consider large-scale sensing applications where the quality of sensing

for sensing tasks is interdependent, and there is a synergy effects among users.

Tasks in the MCS system are connected to each other due to interdependence,

while participants are connected to each other by social relationships. In order
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to perform the task, participants need to cooperate with their social friends. It

is shown in [14] that with the social relationship, participants can exert pressure

on their social friends so that their behaviors will become better. We exploit this

principle to promote cooperation between a participant and his/her social friends

in this article. In the case of asymmetric information, we analyze the optimal

contract between service providers and mobile users in order to maximize the

utility of service providers.

2.1 0peration Cost

According to the commonly used method of simplifying the agent’s effort

cost function in the principal-agent problem, assume that the operation cost of

the mobile user i is

Ci =
1

2
ka2i +

1

2
k

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

a2ij (1)

The output of mobile user i is

xi = ai +

n∑
j=1,j 6=i

aji + εi, i = 1, 2, ..., n (2)

εi ∼ N(0, σ2), the sensing performance of tasks is given by Equation 3.

X = ω

n∑
i=1

xi (3)

2.2 Reward Package

Inspired by the effort-based reward from the labor market [15], we define

the user’s reward package Ri in crowdsensing as a linear combination of several

rewards: 1)fixed salary, 2)performance-related reward, 3)task sharing reward,

4)spiritual motivation. The reward package of user i is written as Equation 4.

Ri = R0 + βxi + λX +Rp (4)

2.3 Utility of Mobile User

All mobile users are rational and selfish. They are interested in accepting

the mechanism provided by the principal only if the utility obtained under this

mechanism is positive, the utility function of user i is shown in Equation 5.

Ui = Ri − Ci (5)
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2.4 Utility of Principal

Assuming that the service provider is risk-neutral, the utility function of

principal is expressed as Equation 6.

U = E(X −
n∑
i=1

Ri) (6)

3 Problem Formulation

With the system model, we can formulate the principal’s utility maximiza-

tion problem, which can be written as Equation 7.

max
ai,aij ,β,λ

U

s.t(IR)Ui ≥ Ui

(IC)(ai, aij) ∈ arg max(Ui)

(7)

Proposition 1. The basic condition for achieving cooperate is k > bn. In this

case, aij > 0, the mutual influence of social members is positive.

Proof. The definition of aij shows that aij reflects the mutual relationship among

users. Thus, the condition for achieving cooperation is aij > 0.

a∗ij =
bβ + λωk

k(k − bn)
> 0⇔ k − bn > 0⇔ k > bn (8)

Therefore, when k > bn, aij > 0, cooperation can be achieved. And there is the

best strategy for users.

a∗i =
(k − bn− b)β + λωk

k(k − bn)

a∗ij =
bβ + λωk

k(k − bn)
,∀j 6= i

(9)

For the service provider, take the participation constraint into the objective

function, the optimization strategy of principal is

β∗ =
kn2ω2 (k − bn)

3
ρσ2

−k3 + n2ω
[
k + ρ(k − bn)

2
]

+
[
b(2k − bn) + (k − bn)

2
+ ρσ2k

]
λ∗ =

[
b(2k − bn) + (k − bn)

2
+ ρσ2k

]
k + ρσ2(k − bn)

2

(
1− k2ρσ2k − bn2

−k3 + n2ω

)
(k − bn)

(
k + ρk − bn2

)
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4 Simulation

In the experiments, we conduct a comparison of the principal’s utility a-

mong different incentive mechanisms: 1)Incentive mechanism proposed in this

paper, we name it by General, 2)When mobile users’s reward is only composed

of material rewards, and thus we name it by Single Bonus, 3)The third one

called Independent, in this case, mobile users’ rewards are only related to the

performance of tasks that they perform.

Fig. 1. The principal.s utility as the

marginal cost coefficient k varies

Fig. 2. The principal.s utility as the num-

ber of users varie

From the the curves in Fig. 1, we see that as the cost coefficient k increases,

the principal.s utility is decreasing as well. In addition, we see that the principal

obtains the largest utility in the General case. Followed by the Single Bonus,

while the Independent gives the least utility. From the simulation results in Fig.

2, we see that as the number of users increases, the utility of the principal in

the General case and the Single Bonus case increases, and then decreases after

reaching the maximum value. In the Independent case, the utility of principal

increases gradually with the increase of the number of users.

5 Conclusions

In this article, we have proposed a novel incentive mechanism for MCS,

which leverages the power of social relationships to promote cooperation. D-

ifferent from other works, we then focus on the scenario where the quality of

sensing tasks are interdependent. The results show that the synergistic based

social incentive mechanism is more cost-effective to promote cooperation.
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